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Ground up
Inside Out

the first word
The Southern Lakes region is a place of views to take your breath away. Whether
you’ve just arrived, or have been here for decades, it’s the lakes and the mountains
at your doorstep that make this region a compelling place to call home.
The region’s new residents seem to be split into two groups – those who, like
me, came for a short trip and still find themselves here years later, and those
who grew up here – either as a local, or as a frequent school holiday escape from
Otago or Southland.
Getting a slice of this paradise is a big decision, as buying property or building is a
high-cost decision. Deciding you want to live in the region leads to the first major
decision – rent or buying? Owning property is a big part of the ‘Kiwi Dream’ and is
a substantial commitment to staying in the area. For those who do choose to buy,
there’s a myriad of soul-searching questions, paperwork and research to navigate.
Where in the region do you want to be? Do you want to buy an existing house and
renovate? Or do you build your own, with (or without) the help of expert developers?
Building your own home is an expression of your personality and will become a
reflection of what’s important to you. If you are a traveller, having plenty of space
to display your memories is as important as the storage you will need. And it goes
without saying that the dedicated follower of fashion will want a good-sized walk-in
wardrobe. Understanding what’s important to you is as high a priority as the utility
of the space on a plan.
Building your home is first and foremost about you. Find partners in your venture
that will understand what you want and what is important to you. Make sure they
have a record for delivering. Given how in demand everyone in the construction
business is, this may not be a quick process but hold out and find the right people
as you’ll need that rapport throughout the project.
If your project has a strong element of getting a quick return on investment, your
journey will be different as the dollars and cents – not emotions – will ultimately
dictate what you do. While the demand in this region remains very high and prices
are commensurate with our major metropolitan areas, the housing cycle typically
works in seven year cycles, so take care to factor that in to your plan. House prices
are not guaranteed to rise forever, so be careful not to over-capitalize.
The development pipeline for the region is strong; in excess of 9,000 new dwellings
are expected in the region within the next decade. There are 17,000 today. They
won’t all come on the market at once and much of the stock sits with the developers
who will not flood the market, and so for those wanting a great opportunity, there
will be plenty of them for the foreseeable future.
We can’t make any choices for you, nor can we bring down the cost of investment,
but we can promise that investing in your own home will be an amazing experience,
and within these pages we hope there will be inspiration and ideas for you. We hope
to take you on a journey – that journey starts at the planning stage which includes
becoming familiar with the building codes and resource consents, and this can take
time (tip: the council website is a good resource and can save you plenty of angst!).
Our aim is to cover all the key areas, from external features through to getting the
keys to your new dream home.
Building your dream home in this region is an incredible experience. Our ambition is
that the information and advice throughout the magazine both through the listings
and the content will be helpful.
David Gibbs

Commercial Operations Manager
Global Publications
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The trade
that has been
in the family
for over 50
years

Quality is
Everything
Wallpapering Specialists
Interior/Exterior
New Homes/Buildings

Commercial
Fully Insured
No Job Too Small

For Free Advice or Quotes Contact
Alex Davis 021 0257 7820
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Tips for an energy
efficient home

PLANNING

WANT TO SAVE POWER & MONEY?
• Residential and Commercial
• New Build and Renovations
• Solar - Grid Tied, Battery Backup &
Remote Power Supplies
• Energy Saving
• Heat Pumps and Heating Solutions

FOR ALL YOUR ELECTRICAL AND HEATING SOLUTIONS
MENTION THIS AD FOR SPECIAL PRICING, FREE QUOTE & CONSULTATION

www.liddingtonelectricalsouthern.co.nz

Ph: 0274 803 688

AllWaste for all your
Smart disposal needs
Long Term or Short Term,
Call us to discuss your options
03 441 3620
www.allwaste.co.nz

Residential or Commercial,
Large or Small Volumes,
General, Building or Green Waste
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building the dream family home
A young couple from Queenstown shows that with research and a
little help from friends, anything is possible – even when there’s an
unexpected bump in the road…
Golden tussock and wind-brushed hills, a ski field and a historic pub that harks back
to the gold mining days. There’s something quintessentially Central Otago about
Cardrona, the small village between Queenstown and Wanaka.
It’s where newly-weds Willy and Alex Appelman decided to build their dream home
back in October 2016. They had a small budget, but big dreams and were attracted
by the nearby mountain biking trails, the ski field and rural living – without being too
far from their jobs in Queenstown. But, nestled between some of the fastest-growing
real estate in the country, the couple knew land would be hard to come by.
They spotted a lot on TradeMe, but it was quickly snatched up. Alex says a little
research led them to discover that the landowner also owned a neighbouring lot and
was hoping to hold on to it until its value increased. “We hassled the agent for the
land, even though it wasn’t on the market,” she says.
“We offered $30,000 more than the other lot had sold for – but we thought, what’s
that over a 30-year mortgage? The landowner accepted – then we just had to prove
to the banks we could afford it.”
The Appelmans had to prove they met the Kiwi Saver threshold and come up with
10% up-front. They came across a friend who’d built a small cottage in Nelson, based
on a design of a Skyline garage, which fitted their budget and was customisable.
The builder, Chris Sangster, agreed to come to Cardrona to build it for them. But the
concept didn’t go down well with the banks.
“We got laughed at, at first!” says Alex. “Then, just before deadline day, our mortgage
broker called and said no one would go for it. We had no more equity or cash and no
more time…” In a last-ditch attempt, Willy approached the bank where he’d held an
account for some time. He sat down face-to-face with the banker and told them
about their plans. In a stroke of small-town luck, the banker knew builder Chris
Sangster – he’d just completed a project for the banker’s parents. “That verified the
quality of the project and the bank agreed to go ahead with us. If we hadn’t had talked
on a personal level with our local bank, it wouldn’t have worked,” says Alex.
To save money, the couple got consent to live in a caravan on site, but temperatures
were freezing – sometimes as low as -11oC. Staying in bed was the easiest and
cheapest way to stay warm.
“In September 2017, I found out I was pregnant,” says Alex. “We knew we had to
get the building process started so we applied for consent and started the build in
February 2018.”
To save money, the Appelmans did as much as possible themselves. Digging trenches,
laying pipes and even writing the resource consent themselves – a task which took
time, but saved the couple around $10,000.
“Council e-docs are amazing – you can look at other resource consents to figure out
what you need. Doing things yourself is a great idea if you’ve got the time. I’d say
don’t be afraid to do the research and do as much as you can by yourself, then get the
professionals in when you need to.”
Alex says help from neighbours and friends was overwhelming and made the pair fall
in love with the local community again. When their consent to live in the caravan ran
out, neighbours let them stay in their homes and Willy’s colleagues at local travel
company Active Adventures took the day off to move boxes and make beds – ready for
the property to be moved into on 23rd June. Just in time, too – baby Albee was born
on 21st June, just a few days before his new home was completed.
“It made me realise how nice the community is here,” says Alex. “We love it here and
we love our new warm home. Plus, with a ski field in the back garden, we’re betting
Albee’s going to be a great skier.”
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Willy, Alex and Albee Appelman

FINANCE

Debunking the myths of new build loans

We caught up with Mark Pullar, mortgage expert from Roost, who tells us all we need
to know about getting the right loan to build a new home in Queenstown.
How is a loan to build a home different than one to

Why use a broker to arrange my build loan?

Your loan comes in two parts. One loan to settle the

need is absolutely crucial to success.

buy a home?

section purchase that draws down in one lump, and then
a second loan to build the home that draws down in
stages as the house is constructed.
Are all build loans the same?

No. They come in many shapes and sizes.
¥

Fixed price contract

¥

Fully project managed charge up

¥
¥
¥
¥

Fixed price contract with some owner care items
Owner managed
Owner built
Relocatable

How much deposit do I need?

Between 10% to 35% depending on the type of build
loan you need and the lender used.
Are all banks the same?

No. Bank choice is crucial to success.
1.

Most banks will do a Þxed price build with just a 10%
deposit, but some will allow you to have some

owner care items and some won’t, some will lend

you more than others will, and some will charge you
2.

less in interest and fees than others will.

Some banks will allow you to project manage or

build your own home with a 20% deposit, whereas
some will need a 30% - 35% deposit, and some
won’t do it at all.

Choosing the right bank for the type of build loan you
Your adviser can match your circumstances to the

lending policy of the right bank and not only package

your application to give it the best chance of success but
also ensure it comes at the lowest possible cost to you.
Your adviser can assist from start to Þnish, from pre-

approval before you start (including selecting the right
lender for your project type) to securing and settling

your section purchase, to selecting the type of build and
build loan that is right for you, to managing all of your
loan drawdowns, to restructuring your loan once your

house is complete so you are set up for future success.
Why wouldn’t you use a broker? 9 times out of 10 your
adviser’s service is free to you.

___________________________________________________

Led by one of NZ’s top ranked Mortgage
advisers Mark Pullar, Roost has formed a
formidable reputation as the the go-to guys
in the district for build loans. Their motto is
‘if this can happen, we will make it happen’.

Don’t just go to any mortgage
adviser, go to the best.
Call 03 441 2227
info@roost.co.nz
www.roost.co.nz
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worth the wait...
Derrek and Lau’s plans to own a home hit challenges before building even
started – but their patience and perseverance has paid off.
When the Christchurch earthquake hit in 2011, Derrek Hibberd and Lau Allende’s
plans to buy a house went by the wayside. Derrek says they were lucky they didn’t
have a house or a young family to worry about – but life in post-quake Christchurch
was tough and they decided to move back to Queenstown.
“That pushed our plans to buy a house back a few years,” says Derrek. “And it was
daunting looking at the Queenstown market. The prices were high, even then, so we
concentrated on saving, but the more we saved, the more the prices went up.”

Derrek says keeping the details of the agreement is key – the pair had agreed to pay
a 5% deposit, but 10% was requested just before the payment was made. “Maybe
it was a simple mistake,” says Derrek, “but I’m glad I had all the emails printed out
to back me up.”
While they waited for the title to come through, baby Roy arrived on the scene –
which caused another unexpected change. The bank claimed this was a change in
terms so the couple had to reapply for finance. As a compromise, Roy had to go to
preschool earlier than they’d planned so that Lau could return to full-time work earlier.
It was tough for the young family and it took a year for the title to come through, but
once it did the builder got started and the process was easy. The family moved in
Easter 2017 and have been tweaking and improving their property since then. Derrek
says the process was worth it.

Their original budget was based on a home costing around $550,000 but the market
quickly surpassed that. The pair put extra energy into saving, particularly in building
up their KiwiSaver. Eventually, they had enough to purchase land in Shotover Country –
“It is more expensive than renting – but it’s your own. You do your own repairs and
but securing the section was tough.
you’re always buying stuff to make it better, which costs a bit, but it’s worth it and
it’s great to be creative. We love having that freedom and control – and it’s good to
“We bid on three sections. They were released at 7am, so we had the email typed
have a backyard!”
up and the number saved on our phones ready to hit go – the sections sold
out within half an hour, but luckily Lou got a response. Then all we had to do was
organise the finance!”
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What Insurance Do You Need
When Building a House?
We get it. Insurance is one of those funny things
that no one wants to pay too much for, and yet no
one wants to be caught without enough. With this
in mind, at RMA Financial we aim to hit that sweet
spot between having enough insurance to cover
the important things in your life, while still having
enough money left over to actually live that life. So
the golden question is, how much insurance is right
for you? The answer to that all comes down to your
individual situation and how you want life to look
not just when you’re gone, but when you’re out of
action. In other words, we tailor a policy to suit you.
Building a family home is a great time to re-look at
your insurances because especially in this region,
homes don’t come cheaply. It usually means lots of
debt, all of which depends on income. So contrary
to popular belief, your house is not your most
valuable asset – YOU are! Your ability to earn holds
up everything else, and if you’re out of action and
cant work, or out of the picture completely due to a
death event, this can come with dire consequences
to your family if you’re not sufficiently insured.

Mike Tonks
Advisor

021 222 6443
mike@rmafinancial.co.nz

John Gaudon
Advisor

027 460 3832
john@rmafinancial.co.nz

So not only do we tailor the right types and
amounts of insurance to your situation, we’re also
very picky about who you are insured with. Why?
Because not all insurers are created equal, and
the fine print can vary a lot between providers.
While most people would fall asleep reading a set
of policy wordings, we’re the weird ones that are
actually passionate about it, because we’re there
at claim time for you, and we see how much of a
difference fine print can make. Its our job to put
you in the best position possible should a claim
occur, and our independent, specialist knowledge
and use of multiple providers is what makes that
happen. So take the guesswork out of it get in
touch today, we would love to hear from you.
Our Insurance Services
•
•
•
•
•

Life & Health
Income & Mortgage Cover
House, Contents, Car & Boat
Business
ACC Savings

Mel Watson
Advisor

027 328 6139
mel@rmafinancial.co.nz

www.rmafinancial.co.nz

Shaun Vining
Advisor

021 187 1349
shaun@rmafinancial.co.nz
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New Zealand’s most
awarded builder.
The Registered Master Builders House of the Year Awards celebrates
building excellence in New Zealand. Jennian franchisees have won
more of these awards than any other building brand. All of our homes
are designed and built to these award winning standards. For the home
you’ve always wanted from New Zealand’s most awarded builder,
contact Jennian Homes today.
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Your design and build
specialists.
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Jennian Homes Central Otago pride themselves on delivering the
home you’ve always wanted and will work with you to create a home
that reflects your personality and suits your lifestyle. The Central Otago
Team specialize in design and build and continue to set the bar when
it comes to custom design and build projects. Jennian Homes Central
Otago have a great range of proven plans that are tried and true, the
team invite you to add your personal touches to one of their market
leading plans.
Jennian Homes are New Zealand’s most awarded builder in the
Registered Master Builders House of the Year Awards, they complete
all of their homes to the same award-winning standards of design,
quality and workmanship.
So, if you’re thinking of building contact the friendly, experienced team
at Jennian Homes Central Otago today.

Jennian Homes Central Otago
27 Jones Ave Shotover Country
3 Francis Lane, Timsfield, Hawea
P 03 422 1287
E central.otago@jennian.co.nz
jennian.co.nz

DESIGNS FOR HANLEY FARM
AND SHOTOVER COUNTRY
Work with Queenstown’s number one
residential builder to create a home just
for you. Call today for a free quote and
design. Also speak to the GJ’s team about
home and income options.
• Your design
• Our design

• Design and Build
• Best value

Contact our Offices:
Queenstown 03 442 8840
Wanaka 03 443 2196
Alexandra 03 448 8292
Cromwell 03 445 8207
queenstown.enquiries@gjgardner.co.nz

Show Homes
Queenstown – 39 Stalker Road, Shotover Country
Wanaka – 1 Mt Linton Ave, Northlake
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adventure, lifestyle, and a
place to call home in otago
Finding a place in this world to call home, is something many of us take for granted.
Take Mauricio (Mau) and Lucy for example. Thousands of miles from their birth
countries of Brazil and England, they found their fit in Queenstown after traveling
here to seek work, adventure and lifestyle.
Inspired by the scenery they arrived here seven years apart and quickly found comfort
in calling NZ their new-found homeland.
M: We’re all about lifestyle - life is for living and the tourism industry here makes
it such a fun place to do so. There’s always something going on, plenty of variety in
jobs and just a great vibe.
Mau’s been here 12 years now and Lucy just over 5 years. Their decision to build
came naturally when they started weighing up their options and found building to
be a lot more affordable.
M: I believe we saved around 200K by building, but then there’s also issues of land
availability to consider. I was hounding developers to ensure my name was first on
the list to call when land became available. Then there’s the process of finding a
home builder.
The concept of open-plan living is not popular in Brazil or England home designs, and
therefore quite foreign to these two.
M: All the plans we saw were designed around open-plan living, and it was hard
to find a builder who would listen to our ideas. I was surprised at how pushy a lot
of them were. We talked to five different home builders before choosing Classic
Builders. Damian was interested in hearing our ideas and he made it work without
compromising any of the features which were important to us.
As a musician Mau has had great excitement in turning their fourth bedroom into a
music room. During their walk through with the electrician, additional sockets were
added to power his set-up. And living just around the corner during the build has
meant Mau and Lucy haven’t missed a beat in watching their dream being brought
to life.
M: When things start happening on-site, it all moves pretty fast. One week the slabs
down, the next the frames are up – it’s been hugely exciting to stop in each night on
the way home and see that something new has happened. Our Construction Manager
would let us know when things were complete; as soon as the roof was on we
received a txt to go check it out. We have enjoyed being so involved in the process
and appreciated his communication.
Their 121.92m2 four bed / two bath home sits on a south facing lot, positioned to
maximise sun from the living room at the rear of the home. It’s a unique combination
of kiwi style open-plan living, with traditional elements that allow living spaces to be
closed off. Large sliding doors separate the kitchen and dining from central living but
can still be pulled back to create a huge open space when friends or family are over.
M: My advice to others looking to build is to go into the process with your eyes
open and expect to put in some hard yards to ensure you end up with a final product
you love. Use Pinterest, read magazines and do as much research as you can to
make educated decisions. For example, think hard about where you’d like your power
sockets to be before your walk-through with the electrician – little things will make
all the difference. Just plan and prepare as much as you can, don’t stress too much
and enjoy the process!
Classic Builders not only offer fantastic house and land packages, but can also
provide a tailored service for lifestyle blocks and subdivided sections too. If you’ve
been sitting on a piece of land and are hoping to build your dream home, talk to us
about a design and build option. Call into the Queenstown Display Home at 10 Dewar
Street, Bridesdale Farm, or phone us for a chat on 0508 4 CLASSIC. Your dream home
could be more realistic than you realise.
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YOUR VISION,
YOUR WAY.

With our Design and Build option,
we’ll ensure you get the best and least stressful result
by guiding you through every step of the way.

Contact the local guys:
Damian Petre 021 554 161 or Dwayne Turnbull 021 192 5056

BUILDING DRE A MS,
CRE ATING FUTURES.

Open by Appointment
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15 Neason Place, Cromwell

CONTRACTORS

tips from our
advertisers
do your homework and visit showrooms to see the quality of the
workmanship you can expect in your home. Ask lots of questions, draw on
the professionals and their experience.
Consider a fixed price contract from a building company.
decide who is the project manager. It is a key role and must be handled
by someone who will keep the project rolling, liaise between all your
stakeholders and importantly keep a tight reign on the budget.
ensure everyone knows who that person is and that all the key decisions
go through the project manager.
Make sure your project manager has a health and safety plan and that
everyone on site sticks to it.
Keep yourself protected.
select a builder before you start the design phase. Ask your builder to work
WItH your designer and architect.
don’t make assumptions at any point. Ask lots and lots of questions to be
very clear and write down the responses.
Hold ups usually happen with the consent process so most builders will not
commit to a start date until all the consents are through. When you get the
consent make sure any obligations or conditions are met.

All residential, light commercial drainage
Septic Tank Systems
Alterations
Excavations
Free Quotes
M: 027 437 2468 | W: www.dynamicdrainage.co.nz | E: office@dynamicdrainage.co.nz
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out of the box
interior design
new Queenstown signage company offers out of the box solutions
for interior design.
speedy signs launched in Queenstown a little over 2 years ago and director, MaryLouise and her team have quickly become known for their professional and ‘speedy’
work around Queenstown. ‘Construction is booming here right now’ says Mary-Louise,
‘and it can be hard to get trades people to work in line with your deadline but at
speedy signs we have support from a 24 strong franchise network throughout new
Zealand so a 10 day turnaround is our standard’ and it is possible to manage and carry
out installations across the country, all at one time, through speedy signs because
they work together.
speedy signs and embroidMe Queenstown are there to help Queenstown businesses
get noticed and be remembered. putting yourself out there as a business means you
need clear branding and great visuals that tell people WHO you are in an instant.
speedy signs is part of a national group that has access to an epic brain trust of
experience. they can assist businesses with everything from brand design and apparel
through to your store signage – they’ll even take care of the client promotional gifts
over the festive season.

You may be forgiven for thinking that new sign-makers on the block are there to
service the commercial signage sector and you’d be right they are… But if you’re
looking for a uniquely designed and professionally installed feature wall or kitchen
splash back for your home then speedy signs Queenstown is also the place to go.
using the same technology they use for store front signage, speedy signs can create
a bespoke and completely unique feature walls and other printed materials for your
brand new ‘dream Build’. there’s no quicker, easier or more affordable way to make
a statement in a room than by introducing a feature wall. Feature walls add vibrancy
and personality without overpowering the rest of the room, and they allow you to be
more daring with colour/texture and materials without having to go all out.
paint is not your only option! Go crazy with different materials, there are so many
creative alternatives. these range from acrylic, pVC, metal and timber-based signs to
illuminated light boxes, neon, banners, three dimensional signs, pavement signs, or
etched and frosted window effects.
speedy signs has a showroom located at unit 11, 193 Glenda drive, Frankton,
Queenstown, where they provide on-site consultation and free quotes across Central
Otago and the southern Lakes districts.

Get Noticed and Be Remembered

Experts in Commercial Branding
and Domestic Design Solutions.
Speedy Signs & EmbroidMe Queenstown
Full service signage and apparel branding network with
25 and 14 stores respectively across New Zealand, serving
a wide range of commercial, event and domestic needs.

Unit 11, 193 Glenda Drive,
Frankton, Queenstown 9300
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Phone: 03 442 2991
Email: queenstown@speedysigns.co.nz

construction

b&b interiors
INTERIOR TRADE SOLUTIONS

CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
Commercial
Steel Stud
Insulation

Residential
Suspended Ceiling
Plasterboard Linings

Ben: 021 925 331 | info@bbinteriors.co.nz | www.bbinteriors.co.nz | Brian: 021 946 540
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tips for an energy
efficient home
In winter, you want your home to be warm without having to dish out half
of your income to pay for energy bills. An energy efficient home isn’t just
better for the environment – it’s better for your wallet and the value of your
home long-term. It doesn’t have to cost significantly more to build a home
that’s energy efficient and if you plan it carefully, you’ll reap the rewards for
years to come.

Getting started
Work with your architects, designers and builders to plan an energy efficient home
from the start. Shop around – some architects and planners have access to computer
modelling which will predict your future home’s energy performance.
Which way is your home orientated?
It’s best to have north-facing orientation, particularly for family rooms and living
areas. Use an app on your phone to check which direction your home is going to face.
In winter when the sun is low, not having access to sun will have a surprising impact
on your heating bill. A south-facing home can expose you to the worst elements of a
southerly blast. Position the laundry, garage and storage areas on the south side as
these rooms are not used regularly, or for long periods of time.
Accessing the sun
The Southern Lakes gets plenty of clear, sunny days in winter even when it’s zero
degrees outside. The sun can send 500 watts of heat through each square metre of
glass in a north-facing window. Even in winter, a well-positioned house will require
little or no energy to heat – utilize that free energy!
Have plenty of insulation
We’ve come a long way in insulating homes and it’s important to remember that good
insulation keeps the house warm in winter and during the summer it helps to keep
the heat out. Think about using a lot more insulation than the minimum the building
code suggests.
Windows
Ideally, the north side of your home should have the big panoramic windows – this
enables more warmth from the sun to heat your living area. The east and west
windows don’t need to be as large and the south side should have the smallest
windows to reduce heat escaping.
Size matters
How much space do you need on a day-to-day basis? Smaller houses are cheaper
to build and easier to heat. This also means less expensive heating bills in
the long-term.
Water heating
As much as 45% of your monthly power bill could be from heating water and storing
it at the right temperature. That’s a huge percentage, so it’s worth thinking about
alternatives such as a gas-fired continuous flow water heater, especially in the
bathrooms. The major advantage is that you’re paying only for the water you are using,
not for the water you’re storing.
Flooring
Flooring can make a big difference to how energy efficient your home will be. Concrete
has considerable heat storage capacity which means that maintaining a steady
and controlled temperature can use less energy than other flooring types. Polished
concrete can look incredible and be very energy efficient if it’s insulated and heated.
Carpet your garage
Significant heating loss occurs though the garage. Carpet acts as an insulator, so
it will help to keep your home warm and dry – especially in the winter. Make sure
you choose carpet that’s flame retardant, as you’ll probably be parking your car on
it, or using tools in the garage. Garage-specific carpet also has the added benefits
of being easy to vacuum and can reduce noise (handy when you start up your own
garage band).
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energy saving

KEEP YOUR IGLOO
FROM MELTING
THIS SUMMER!

WiFi Edition

Research shows that up to
40% of heat can be lost
through the ceiling if
not adequately
insulated!

• Perfect for our Queenstown summer’s
hot days and cool nights
• Compact, yet super efficient
• Quiet mode, inside AND outside
• Healthy Air Filters
• Set-and-forget control
• WiFi available - control your
Heat Pump from anywhere, anytime
• Rated to keep operating at
46°C this summer

EWEnique Insulation!
Shear Comfort Wool Insulation
are now in their eighth year of serving
the Southern Lakes area, helping
to create warm healthy homes.
Supa Fill Wool is a cost effective,
quality insulation which allows
you to put you and your family’s
comfort and wellbeing first.
Supa Fill can be applied over existing
insulation increasing thermal rating.
Don’t wait for another cold snap!

Contact Simon or Sandra
021 062 9212 | email info@shearcomfort.co.nz

QUEENSTOWN’S HEAT PUMP & A/C SPECIALISTS
CALL US: 021 994 410 | office@iglooheatingandcooling.co.nz
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We’ve Got You Covered
For a Drier, Healthier,
Bathroom
Queenstown Authorised
Supplier and Installer
CH Maintenance Ltd.
027 229 1606
ch.maintenance@xtra.co.nz

www.showerdome.co.nz
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buying art

how to buy art
Here’s a few fool proof tips to help you choose
the right artwork for your home.
Find out more about the artist
Art is an emotional investment. Find out about the artist you’re buying from and get to
understand the context of their artwork. Modern art doesn’t have to be mystical – most
artists will be happy to tell you about their work and what it means to them.
Attend art events
You’ll discover new artists, new styles and get a feel for what’s out there. If you’re looking
for an investment piece, check out the exhibition openings of up-and-coming artists – it’s
a great opportunity to snap up a reasonably-priced artwork by the next big thing.
Be bold
Home décor often obeys certain rules – like neutral colours and practical finishes. Art is
where you can go wild; it’s expression through colour, content and texture. pick something
that speaks to your heart!
think about framing
Whether you have an original ink on paper drawing, a limited-edition reprint or a poster
from an old gig, the right frame can make a huge difference to how this artwork looks on
your wall. A professional framer will be able to help you select the right frame type, but if
you choose to do it yourself, make sure you use an acidic-free mat. the acidic mats often
found in budget, ready-made frames tend to discolour artwork.

TR E NZ S EAT ER

INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICE
AUCKLAND - 80 Parnell Rd, 09 303 4151
CHRISTCHURCH - 121 Blenheim Rd, 03 343 0876
QUEENSTOWN - 313 Hawthorne Dr, 03 441 2363
www.trenzseater.com
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Interior / Exterior
Intumescent painting
Special coatings
Maintenance
Refurbishment
Domestic / Commercial
Porters effect

Contact us today
carter@cdhpainting.co.nz
027 544 2739

www.cdhpainting.co.nz
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PAINTING AND COLOURS

let nature be your inspiration
painting and plastering trends in 2018 - 2019

Let nature provide the inspiration for your new home’s colour palette. natural and
neutral tones have always been popular, but it’s coming back in a big way this season.
It’s a colour spectrum we’ve grown up with and are comfortable around.
From earthy tones to the greens of spring, the colours of water to floral pops of
bright colour, nature’s colours are relaxing and reviving. When thinking about how to
use colours internally, don’t let your preconceptions blind you to the opportunities –
beauty can be found in the whites, greys and navy colours of our vast coastlines, as
well as the soft greens of the woodland.
using nature’s colours also offers an opportunity to express texture in your decorating
through natural materials like wood and stone. If you’re stuck on where to start with
this simple palette take a ‘leaf’ out of nature’s play book, use earthy colours for
flooring and carpets, and mid-tone walls followed by light ceilings. this will give a
sense of flow and spaciousness.
use wall-papered feature walls, cushions, rugs and artwork to make a statement –
these features can be bold and daring as they’re easily replaced if your tastes change.
using nature’s natural palette is fool proof. Keeping most of your home neutral and
natural will mean your home is ready for any other whims which might be here today
but gone next year (remember, once you have a magenta bench top, you’ll always be
scrambling to match the rest of your kitchen!).
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We can do the room of your
dreams from start to finish.
info@stylishtiles.co.nz
www.stylishtiles.co.nz
Mob.: 021 163 8032

COME & VISIT OUR NEW SHOWROOM
OUR SERVICES:
Installation
Supply Tiles
Under Tile Heating
Concept Design
- The amazing,
exclusive and high quality
of European tiles.
- Attention to detail and personalized
service are our standards.

Looking after all your joinery needs
from design to installation

Want style? We can do it!
19/183 Glenda Drive, Shotover Ridge, Queenstown
facebook.com/stylishtiles
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Designer splash backs • Appliance packages
4 Ree Crescent Cromwell | 03 265 2077
joinerybm@gmail.com | bmjoinerycromwell.co.nz

TILING

choosing the right ﬂooring
no matter what lofty dreams you have for your new home, thinking about
what’s underfoot is pivotal. there’s a variety of factors that will affect
what kind of flooring is best for your space – do you have children? Is it for
a bathroom or living area? Moisture, durability, cost and design are all
things to consider.
Moisture levels If the flooring is for a bathroom or basement, you’ll need flooring that
won’t be ruined by high levels of moisture. Concrete or tiles made from ceramic,
porcelain or vinyl are great options.
durability If you’ve got a young family or pets, you might want to consider more
durable flooring options. Hardwood may sound hardwearing, but it can easily scratch.
tiles, laminate and plank vinyl flooring and some carpets are better options.
Budget A number of factors will affect your budget. tiles and some carpets are
reasonably priced, but labour-intensive to install. High-quality laminate flooring can
cost big bucks – but you can install it yourself (with a little help from Youtube) and
it will last a long time. exotic hardwoods are high cost, but the gorgeous finish could
increase the value of your home.
design natural colours are easier to match with other furnishings. Light-coloured
finishes and larger tiles or wide planks can make spaces seem larger and longer.
Ask your supplier for samples to see colour and texture up close – put the sample in
different places around the room to see if it matches walls and skirting and how it
looks in different lights.

Professional tiler for Wanaka, Hawea, Queenstown & Central Otago
With over twenty years’ experience in residential and commercial tiling, we guarantee
your job will be completed to the highest industry standards.
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL • NEW BUILD & REPAIRS • WALL & FLOOR TILING • INTERIOR & EXTERIOR

CONTACT DETAILS: Torsten Lohstadt
MOB: 021 284 5377
EMAIL: tiling.plus@yahoo.com | WEB: www.tilingplus.co.nz
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get creative!
transforming old furniture
they say the devil is in the detail and that’s certainly true when it comes to transforming
your house into a home. Once you’ve jumped through resource consent hoops, laid the
pipes and picked the new shower fitting, it’s time to focus on the finer details that
project your style onto your new home: your furniture.
It doesn’t have to cost much – bring a little old-world charm into a new build with
up-cycled antiques from second hand shops and antique stores. Interesting furniture
can easily be found on online trading groups like Queenstown trading on Facebook and
there’s always a bargain to be found in the Lakes Weekly Bulletin.
sometimes, it takes a little creativity to breathe new life into old furniture. decoupage,
the 17th-centrury French fashion of gluing cut-out patterns onto objects, is making a
comeback. It’s easy to do; simply clean and paint primer onto your chosen furniture –
drawers, bookcases and keepsake boxes are popular choices, but you can decoupage
almost anything. then, collect and carefully cut out images and patterns you like from
magazines, newspapers, old maps or wrapping paper (avoid using paper that’s thick
or textured); once the primer dries, you can arrange the cut-outs onto your furniture
piece and glue on using white carpenter’s glue diluted by half. Allow the glue to dry and
finish with a clear varnish (resene’s waterborne urethane varnish is a good option). the
effect can completely transform an old piece of furniture and create something that’s
unique and quirky.
re-upholstering chairs and stools is also a great way to refresh and re-purpose old
furniture. simple furniture can be reupholstered easily at home with tac pins and fabric,
while more complex projects should be upholstered by a professional (try Queenstown
upholstery, Frankton road) – it’ll still be far cheaper than buying new furniture!
For a no-fuss, raw and natural look, hunt for plain wooden furniture. Often, stunning
pieces are hidden behind layers of varnish from the days when a high-gloss finish
was fashionable.
try stripping back old varnish on wooden furniture to reveal the original colours and
texture of the wood. You can remove or lighten old wood stain with sugar soap – let it
soak in for 15 minutes before scrubbing the surface with warm water and wire wool.
Completely removing old varnish will require more elbow grease – use a paint stripper
(read the instructions carefully), then scrape off the varnish before using a palm
sander with medium-grit sandpaper (about 150-grit) until you can see the bare wood.
depending on what kind of wood the piece is crafted from, you can add an oil to finish
or apply stain and clear coat.
up-cycling is the new new. Get out there and find diamonds in the rough – with a little
work, creativity (and perhaps a few hours on pinterest), you can create chic furniture
for the fraction of the cost.
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INTERIORS

CARPENTRY SPECIALIST
New Homes
Labour Only
Fencing

Shop Fit Outs
Cladding
Commercial

Jon 021 539 161
info@bbsgroup.co.nz
www.bbsgroup.co.nz

FREE

CURTAIN
MAKING*
ON OUR EXCLUSIVE

URBAN
COLLECTION
Anna Sykes
Owner/Operator
Southern Lakes
& Districts

BOOK A FREE IN-HOME CONSULTATION
AT A TIME THAT SUITS YOU WITH ANNA!

0800 102 006

harrisonscurtains.co.nz

* Free Curtain Making doesn’t include Roman blinds or eyelet making.
Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. Offer available until 30 November 2018.

We come to you
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kitchen confidence
the kitchen is the social engine of the house. It’s the heart of the home and an
integrated component of the living area. Kitchens (and bathrooms) are the most
inspiring to plan – the options are immense so take your time and enjoy the process.
start by thinking about what space you have allocated for the kitchen and where it is
positioned in the home. does it get natural light? If you have a view, does the kitchen
get any of it? Your family will spend a lot of time here so don’t place the kitchen away
from light and a vista.
the layout of the kitchen will be dictated by the amount of space available and the
traffic flow – so think about whether the space will be used as a thoroughfare between
areas (for example, the entranceway to living room).
next, make a list of features you love about your current kitchen and others you’ve
seen. Conversely, remember what you want to change from your current place and talk
to friends about what they would have done differently.
technology is increasingly used throughout the kitchen so have an idea of what role
you want technology to play – electric assisted drawers, remote locks, wireless blinds
and smart speakers are all opportunities you should plan for – even if you don’t intend
to put them in right away.
rough out a plan and talk to specialist kitchen designers to get ideas, they are best
placed to help design your kitchen. the architect and builder may want to have input,
but the specialist is often better equipped. Given most of the final design will be built
off-site and installed later, the builder just needs to know how much room to allow.

STILL VISION PHOTOGRAPHY
Your Shots, Your Style

Make your Air B&B stand out from the
crowd with Still Vision Photography
021 968 778 | stillvision@xtra.co.nz | www.stillvision.co.nz
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kitchens and bathrooms

Your kitchen planning checklist:

Storage How much storage do you want? Do you require a scullery or pantry? Where
(and how) will you store the cleaning products?

Lighting Don’t skimp on lighting – you’ll use your kitchen day and night! Many kitchens
now use LED strip lighting in recess areas and under benchtops to provide ambience.

Appliances Make a list of the appliances you have or need and think about your workflow and where you’ll need your key appliances to be. Do you have enough bench
space? Remember your golden triangle – the placement and distance of the sink,
fridge and hobs is key.

Power What power sources will you use? Think about gas, electricity or even the
wonders (and expense) of induction technology.

Benches What type of benchtop do you have in mind? Is it practical, difficult to mark
and easy to clean? If it’s an island, do you want storage, or would you prefer stools
and a breakfast area?
Rubbish Plan your rubbish disposal, recycling and composting areas and ensure that
they are easily accessible.
Water Filters are generally a must, but what about the on-demand hot/cold mixer or
built-in soap dispensers?
Details Don’t forget about handles – are they easy to clean and operate? Consider
colours and materials for the doors, cabinetry, splash backs and facings. Ask for
samples to take home or take your materials to a kitchen designer.

UNBEATABLE VALUE!

Working with a kitchen designer Pick someone who understands what you want to
achieve. It’s also worth checking to see if they’re a member of an organization like
NKBA (National Kitchen and Bathroom Association), and if they have references or
qualifications along with their experience.
Make sure you understand what your designer’s charges are and what these costs
will cover (and what they won’t). Sometimes designers use specific suppliers which
offer rebates or a trade rate – check if this will be passed on, in part or in full, and
make sure their chosen suppliers meet your requirements. Finally, don’t forget to ask
about warranties.
Once the kitchen is installed, put everything to the test and let the designer know
immediately if things need repair or aren’t to your satisfaction.

5 EARL ST, QUEENSTOWN

WWW.BARONE.CO.NZ
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bathroom basics
We’ve all heard the truism – bathroom and kitchens sell homes. Of all the rooms in
your home it’s these two that require the most focus. the bathroom is a practical
and frequently used room, but it’s also a sanctuary and so getting it right is both
important and fun.
take the time to get the planning and design right before you start building – you
don’t want to change your plans after the pipes have been laid. Flood your brain with
bathrooms. think about what you absolutely desire in a new bathroom, what you like
about your current bathroom, your friend’s or even a hotel bathroom that has inspired
you. Include the whole family in this discussion because everyone has different
priorities. then plan around your priorities, the space available and your budget.
regarding budgets – note that the high cost of bathrooms is not in the fittings.
Fittings and fixtures generally only take up a third of the budget, the rest of the costs
are in the labour – installation, building, electrical, plumbing, water proofing etc.

Your bathroom planning checklist
plan What sort of bathroom do you want? How will it be used? set your priorities.
placement Where will the bathroom be situated? Will there be natural light and
access to fresh air? extraction of moisture is a key consideration – remember that
you won’t want to leave the windows open in winter!
space decide how much space your bathroom will take up and draw up a plan. If
you’re going to engage a designer, now is a good time – they will be able to provide
advice, save you time and may even have access to pricing and products that you
cannot access in general retail.
permits Contact QLdC and check the regulations and any permits that you require.
Fittings Allow time to visit showrooms and see what you like. Make lists and take
photographs so you can remember later. When you are falling in love with fittings (and
you will) consider how easy they are to maintain and keep clean.
timelines Check with suppliers on what lead times they’ll need and factor it into the
planning. draw up a timeline so you can order everything in the right sequence so it’s
going to arrive in time. Leave more time in the plan than the timelines you are given
from suppliers as inevitably timelines slip (heads up: so does the budget!).
Hiring Make sure your trade team have a solid track record and they clearly understand
your objectives, budget and timelines.
Finalize Once the bathroom is completed, be scrupulous in your inspection before
you sign off. If anything is not right, or not up to your standard, let the builder know
immediately so there’s no room for dispute.
relax schedule in some ‘me’ time and fall in love with your new bathroom.
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We have the biggest range
of samples in town

NOW IN STORE

Flooring
Wallpaper
Curtains
Blinds
Paint
Manchester

Under new management
Drop in and speak to one of our design consultants.
134 Gorge Road, Po Box 1647 Queenstown
P. 03 442 4088 F. 034424087

guthriebowron.co.nz
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a life free of
shower cleaning
It’s become known as the ‘Queenstown dream’ our resort town is full of couples who
have come here from all over the world, met at a Queenstown hot-spot on a late-night
(or early-morning) dance floor then ended up falling madly in love and just simply,
never leave. Fast forward 10 years and that couple is married, they’ve probably had
a few kids and have set up a business that is a trade or service for the local housing
boom and they run that business from home well raising their young family. For local
Arrowtown residents Lisa and Chris Cummins, the year was ‘sometime’ in the early
2000’s, the dance floor was debajo and the business is ‘diamond Fusion’.
Anyone building a new home from scratch should spend some time researching
emerging new technologies in the market because some of them will change your life.
Imagine never having to scrub your shower again… all the hours you spend scrubbing

your shower (only for it to constantly keep coming back.) will be allocated to more
appealing activities and the environment will be saved from all cleaning chemicals.
Arrowtown locals, Lisa and Chris Cummins sell a product called ‘diamond Fusion’ that
does just that.
‘essentially, what we do,’ says Chris, ‘is if you look at glass under a microscope, it’s
not smooth there’s thousands of microscopic valleys and ridges that minerals start
to build up on. this is the problem with all glass. You find yourself forever trying to
scrub them away. diamond Fusion fills in those valleys and ridges and caps it so the
glass becomes ultra-smooth and the water just beads and runs off . We essentially
solve the problem at the source. You throw out your cleaning products, all you literally
need to do is just wet it down and dry it with a towel’. Because the diamond Fusion
becomes part of the glass we are the only brand to offer a LIFetIMe warranty. What
could be better than that?
‘new builds are the perfect time to get it done,’ says Chris, ‘we do a lot of restoration
work if you do want older glass treated but the best time to get glass coated is
straight after it has been installed’. If you were to get your brand new shower treated
then the entire process would take about an hour and your shower would be ready to
go immediately after the coating has been applied’ says Chris.
‘It is quite simply the most simple and efficient way to manage and maintain all of
your glass surfaces’, We also do Balustrades, skylights and windows. Any glass!
problem solved! now you get to sit back and enjoy your beautiful glass surfaces
without the constant pain of having to scrub them clean. Grab a towel, wipe it down,
job done. FOr LIFe.

PROTECT YOUR
SHOWER GLASS
And reduce your cleaning
time by up to 90%

Call on 0800 66 72 78
www.diamondfusion.co.nz
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